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We examine traditional and Web citations to journal articles in biology and genetics. There is significant correlation between citations in these two formats. Journals with higher numbers of Web citations tend to have more citations indicating intellectual impact (citations from papers or class readings, in contrast to citations from bibliographic services or the author’s or journal’s home page). Web citations show a broader geographic coverage and capture a greater number and variety of uses of journal articles.

Introduction and Related Research
This conference addresses how information is managed and enhanced, looking for cultural differences. In this paper we assess the impact of scholarly journal articles, long recognized as “containers” of information, in print and on the Web; it is our contention that emerging practices in access to and use of scholarly literature reveal how it is valued – hence how it can be enhanced and if it is worth managing. We may be able to identify differences between two scientific fields: biology (a well established discipline) and genetics (which is younger and presumably less settled in its patterns of scholarly communication). We will compare the results of this study with other work on the impact of traditional citations (those compiled by the Institute for Scientific Information, or ISI) and Web citations. The extensive bibliometric work on journal citations allows us to build understanding of Web citations by comparing them with data from ISI’s citation indexes. Should these two fields handle Web citations differently, this may reflect differences in their disciplinary cultures (Cronin, 2003).  

Opinions are plentiful on the comparability and relative worth of traditional and Web citations. Opinion backed by analysis is rare. This project addresses the timely question of how Web and ISI citations compare as indicators of the impact of a paper and also disciplinary differences in using the Web for scholarly communication. We will look at correlations between citation counts from ISI databases and on the Web. We will also investigate what percentage of Web citations can be counted as evidence of intellectual impact.

The recent ARIST chapter by Thelwall, Vaughan, and Björneborn (in press) surveys applications of bibliometric methods for measuring and assessing the Web. They describe several increasingly sophisticated studies of Web links as measures of impact, but relatively little research on Web citations (mentions of a paper from a source on the Web). Web citations have been proposed as complements to, even replacements for, traditional citations. The instrumental similarities and differences of traditional, ISI and Web citations have intrigued information scientists for years (for example, Cronin, 2001, Cronin, Snyder, Rosenbaum, Martinson, & Callahan, 1998). However, relatively few studies have undertaken comparative studies.

In a pilot study we compared ISI and Web citations for journals in library and information science and found significant positive correlation between them (Vaughan & Shaw, 2003). There were differences, however, with the country of publication being a strong predictor of whether a journal article was cited in either medium. For the LIS journals, at least 42% of Web citations could be considered reflections of intellectual impact; the remainder consisted primarily of postings on the journal’s Web site or listings in  bibliographic services such as DBLP. This study extends the comparison of traditional and Web citations to scientific disciplines.

For this investigation of scientific literatures we will examine two fields. These are chosen with possible “cultural differences” in mind:

biology, an established, or “classic,” field with a long history, many well-respected journals, and a cultural commitment to journal publication (see Kling, 2004)

genetics, an emerging, or “cutting edge,” field where the journals are younger and researchers may be in the vanguard of adopting electronic communications and publications

We pose five questions about the nature and impact of traditional and Web citations in these fields:

1. Is there a correlation between traditional and Web citations to journal articles; i.e., do articles receiving many ISI citations also receive high numbers of Web citations, and vice versa?
2. Is there a relationship between the Journal Impact Factor and the average number of Web citations a journal receives?
3. Do non-English language papers (to the extent these appear in journals covered by SCI) receive fewer Web citations than their English counterparts?
4. What portion of Web citations may be taken to reflect intellectual impact of the papers?
5. Do high Web citation journals differ from low Web citation  journals in the extent of intellectual impact?

Citation analysis consistently finds that “discipline matters:” the nature and frequency of citation depends on the size and accepted practice of the field in which a scholar works. As van Raan (2003, p. 25) observes, “there are (very!) different publication and citation characteristics in the different fields of science…. Research fields should never be compared on the basis of absolute numbers of citations.” This prompts a sixth question:





In each of the disciplinary areas we selected a sample of approximately 1500 research articles from journals in the relevant ISI categories published in 2000. For each article we recorded the number of traditional citations (using Science Citation Index) and the number of Web citations (using Google searches). Although each of these sources has limitations in its coverage (see Sinha & Dhiman [2001] and van Leeuwen, Moed, Tijssen, Visser, & van Raan [2001] for examples of SCI’s limitations), both are frequently used for bibliometric studies; the case for Google is discussed below. We then classified the Web citations as 1) research (e.g., citation in a research paper) 2) other intellectual contribution (e.g., assigned reading for a course), or 3) non-intellectual (e.g., inclusion in a bibliography site such as ResearchIndex); classification details are discussed below). 

We chose 2000 as the sample year to allow time for the articles to be cited. The cited half life (“number of publication years from the current year which account for 50% of current citations received, ” [Institute for Scientific Information, 2003]) is an indicator of age of the majority of cited articles published in a journal.  Median cited half lives for the year 2000 was 5.0 years for genetics and heredity, 7.3 years for biology. Conducting searches in 2003-2004 allows three years between publication and citation search–sufficient time for articles to accumulate a reasonable number of both bibliographic and Web citations.

Journal and article selection
We chose a sample of 30 journals from ISI’s biology category and 27 from genetics & heredity. This served both to keep the project manageable and to increase the number of articles selected for journals with lower productivity–making comparisons among journals possible. We used the 2002, Science edition of ISI’s Journal Citation Reports. Within each subject category we ranked all journals by Journal Impact Factor, then selected every second journal (biology) or every third journal (genetics) to produce a systematic sample of nearly equal size for the two areas. This assured equal distribution across the range of journal impact factors. Coincidentally, Human Biology, the only journal ISI places in both subject groups, was selected in each for our study, giving a total of 56 journals to be examined.

For each journal in the sample we selected a number of articles proportional to that journal’s contribution to the total articles in the sample, with the goal of approximately 1,500 articles in each subject area. We used ISI’s count of research articles each journal published in 2000 (including articles and reviews, but not editorials, letters, etc.) and randomly selected the required number of articles from each journal. Appendix 1 shows the journals sampled in each category, as well as each journal’s impact factor, number of articles published in 2000, and number of articles sampled.

Citation counts
Each article in the sample was searched in Science Citation Index to find the number of traditional citations it had received.

We then searched each articles in our sample on Google, entering the article title as phrase search; titles which were not sufficiently distinctive to retrieve only the citations to the article were supplemented with the subtitle and authors’ last names, if necessary. If Google search results indicated that some items had been omitted, we selected “repeat the search with the omitted results included” to obtain the complete search result. We scanned the search result for false drops and recorded the number of actual hits.

Google was chosen because it is the largest Web search engine, indexing 3 billion plus pages, more sites than any other (Notess, 2003). Although Web search engine coverage is far from complete (Bar-Ilan, 2004; Thelwall, 2001), Google is consistently among the most popular (Sullivan, 2003) and most comprehensive (Bar-Ilan, 2004). Stability of search result is a major concern on Web data collection. Earlier research has demonstrated volatility of search engine performance, which called into question the reliability of data collected (Bar-Ilan, 2001; Rousseau, 1998/99; Snyder & Rosenbaum 1999). Recent studies have found improvements in this regard (Thelwall, 2001; Vaughan & Hysen, 2002; Vaughan & Thelwall, 2003). A study that followed several search engines over a period of ten weeks showed that Google provides the most stable search result (Vaughan, in press). 
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Sample of Google searches (96 for biology and 91 for genetics) were re-done about one month after the first search. The results of the two searches were highly correlated with correlation coefficients for both disciplines over 0.97. In fact, over 50% of the data points did not change between the two searches. This suggests that Google search results are fairly stable over time, which provides some assurance of the reliability of data collected.

Classification of Web citations
We classified a sample of the Web citations using the following scheme (based on the pilot study with LIS journals): 

Research impact
Paper: cited in a paper that is posted on the Web (the vast majority were papers from conference proceedings or online versions of articles published in journals)

Other intellectual impact
Class: listed in a bibliography/reading list for a course (includes continuing education as well as university-based courses), online textbook, other teaching related things

Non-intellectual impact 
Journal: the journal, or the journal’s publisher/sponsoring society lists it on its site





Service: a Web bibliographic service lists the article, for example ResearchIndex (citeseer.nj.nec.com), Institute of Cancer Research-UK, National Cancer Institute

Conference: cited in a conference announcement, report, or summary/description

Other: cited in another way, foreign language that could not be classified; message board, newsletter, online brochure, dead links such as “site not found” or “page cannot be displayed” 

Two research assistants classified all Web citations. To test the consistency of the classification, the two individuals independently classified the first 58 Google hits and compared the classification results. Their results differed in only one of the 58 items classified. This inter-code consistency of 98.3% was considered sufficient to have the remaining classifications done independently; with the two research assistants discussing any items where they were unsure of the classification. This discussion would further improve the consistency in their understanding of the classification scheme.

Findings and Discussion
Web citations correlate with ISI citations
Correlations between Web citations and ISI citations were examined using either Pearson correlation coefficient tests (if the frequency distributions were not very skewed) or Spearman correlation coefficient tests (if the distributions were very skewed). The test results for the two fields are presented in Appendix 2 (biology) and Appendix 3 (genetics). For both fields, there is a significant correlation (at least the .05 level) between the two types of citations for 63% of the journals. It is worth noting that the two journals with the highest correlation coefficient are both review journals, Biological Reviews and Annual Review of Genetics, with correlation coefficients 0.95 and 0.89 respectively. 

Descriptive statistics for both Web and ISI citations are also presented in Appendices 2 and 3. Web citation counts are typically higher than ISI citation counts in each discipline. Paired t-tests show that the differences are significant. For biology, the average Web citation count is 7.8 while the average ISI citation count is 4.9. For genetics, the contrast is 14 vs. 11. The higher counts for Web citations could be viewed as an advantage, allowing greater precision to distinguish among papers with few citation counts.

Average Web citations of a journal correlates with the journal’s Impact Factor
The correlation between ISI and Web citation counts (above) was calculated using the individual article as the unit of analysis. We then used each journal as the unit of analysis and correlated the average Web citation for a journal with the journal’s Impact Factor as reported in ISI’s Journal Citation Reports. There are significant correlations between the two measures for both biology and genetics, with correlation coefficients of 0.70 and 0.68 respectively, both significant at the 0.01 level. This means that higher impact journals, as measured by higher Journal Impact Factors, tend to have higher Web citation counts, suggesting that Web citation could potentially be a measure of impact.

Web citations reflect greater geographic diversity 
Among the four genetics journals with the lowest correlation between traditional and Web citations (see Appendix 3), were two multi-language journals (one published in Brazil and the other Netherlands), plus the Russian Journal of Genetics (over 90% of the articles are by authors in Russia, although the journal is published by Kluwer/Plenum). In contrast, the top three ranked journals for both fields are all in English and published either in USA or UK. The low correlation between ISI and Web citation counts means that the two counts are not proportional. This prompted us to compare ISI and Web citations further. We created a new variable, the ratio of ISI citations to Web citations (for each journal, we divided the average ISI citation counts by average Web citation counts). When journals were ranked by this ratio, a clear pattern emerged.  Journals with low rankings in this ratio, i.e., where ISI citations were proportionally fewer than Web citations, tended to be published outside USA and UK. For genetics, 61% of journals in the lower half of the ranking are published outside USA and UK while only 29% of journals in the upper half of the ranking are published outside USA and UK. Biology showed a similar distribution, with 62% of journals in the lower half published outside USA/UK, compared with only 20% in the upper half. This suggests that journals from outside the USA/UK tend to have relatively lower ISI citation counts than their apparent impact on the Web. Given the limitations of ISI database coverage (see Sinha & Dhiman, 2001, for example), Web citation analysis may provide a more global assessment of impact.

Classification of Web citations







Table 1. Classification of Web Citation – Biology
Journal type	Intellect	Intellect	Non-intellect.	Non-intellect.	Non-intellect.	Non-intellect.	Non-intellect.	Non-intellect.	Total
	Paper	Class	Journal	Author	Conf.	Medline	Service	Other	







Table 2. Classification of Web Citation – Genetics 
Journal type	Intellect	Intellect	Non-intellect.	Non-intellect.	Non-intellect.	Non-intellect.	Non-intellect.	Non-intellect.	Total
	Paper	Class	Journal	Author	Conf.	Medline	Service	Other	








For both disciplines studied, the most common type of Web citation, about 30%, is “paper,” that is, citation in a research paper posted on the Web. If we consider citations from papers and from class reading lists (“class” in Tables 1 and 2) as representations of intellectual impact, then about a third of Web citations show intellectual impact of cited work. It should be noted that the percentage of Web citations from class reading list is much smaller in these two disciplines (about 2%) compared with LIS field where it is about 12% (Vaughan & Shaw, 2003, p.1318). This finding  was surprising initially but is plausible if we assume that LIS teaching, predominantly at the graduate level, relies less on textbooks and more on journal articles than does instruction in biology and genetics, where textbooks presumably play a major role in undergraduate education.

Examination of Tables 1 and 2 reveals that citations to high Web citation journals more often represent intellectual impact (“paper” and “class”) than citations to lower ranked journals. Chi-square tests show that the difference is statistically significant (p<0.01 for both disciplines). The intellectual impact citations contribute 63% and 47% to the counts for high Web citation journals in biology and genetics, respectively. This suggests that journals receiving larger numbers of Web citations also have relatively more intellectual impact.
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This analysis and comparison of traditional and Web citations in biology and genetics has produced some evidence of different cultures—the more established and English-language-focused world of print-based scholarly communication contrasts with the apparently more intellectually diverse and geographically distributed world of the Web. The greater frequency of Web citation, when compared with ISI counts, has the potential to allow finer-grained distinctions, such as the precursors of scholarly communication suggested by Sloan (2001). Nonetheless, the sources of intellectual impact, the “authoritative journals” in each field, are essentially the same in both the traditional ISI assessment of journal impact and the measures of intellectual impact on the Web. Comparing biology and genetics as disciplines, intellectual impact accounts for about the same percentage of Web citations (about 30%) in each field. The non-intellectual Web citations in biology tend to come more from authors’ or journals’ listings, while in genetics these come from bibliographic services such as Medline.

Most findings of the study confirm our original hypothesis, i.e. Web citation correlates with ISI citation and the average Web citation count of a journal correlates with the Journal’s Impact Factor. However, the finding that journals published outside UK/USA are better represented on the Web than in ISI database is very intriguing and was not originally expected. The consistency between the two fields in the percent of intellectual type of Web citation (a little over 30%) was not expected either. Are these conclusions limited to these two fields or can be generalized to other disciplines? A further study extending the scope of the investigation to other science disciplines has been carried out subsequent to this study and we hope to report the results in future papers.  
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Appendix 1. Journals Examined
Biology			
Journal	Impact Factor	Articles in 2000	Articles in Sample
Acta Biologica Hungarica	0.416	42	25
Acta Biotheoretica	0.522	21	13
American Journal of Human Biology	0.839	75	45







Brazilian Journal of Medical and Biological Research	0.802	186	112
Bulletin of Mathematical Biology	1.408	49	30
Cryoletters	0.724	44	27
Human Biology	1.242	51	31
International Journal of Radiation Biology	2.119	176	106
Journal of Agricultural Biological and Environmental Statistics	0.574	27	16
Journal of Biological Rhythms	3.292	46	28
Journal of Biological Systems	0.282	21	13
Journal of Biosciences	0.606	46	28
Journal of Radiation Research	1.934	28	17
Journal of the History of Biology	0.257	16	10
Journal of Theoretical Biology	1.552	238	143
Material und Organismen	0	4	2
Metal Ions in Biological Systems	2.486	20	12
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London Series B	3.41	185	112
Proceedings of the Biological Society of Washington	0.271	107	65
Radiation and Environmental Biophysics	1.117	36	22
Radiation Research	2.768	188	113
Revista de Biologia Tropical	0.107	156	94





Journal	Impact Factor	Articles in 2000	Articles in Sample
American Journal of Medical Genetics	2.334	572	213
Annual Review of Genetics	12.58	24	9




DNA and Cell Biology	1.771	75	28
Environmental and Molecular Mutagenesis	2.546	70	26
Evolutionary Ecology	1.52	41	15
Evolutionary Ecology Research	1.382	63	23
Experimental and Clinical Immunogenetics	1.82	23	9
Gene	2.778	613	228
Gene Therapy	5.616	270	101
Genes Chromosomes & Cancer	4.199	158	59
Genesis	3.681	91	34
Genetica	1.063	94	35






Journal of Molecular Evolution	3.041	119	61
Mutation Research-Fundamental and Molecular Mechanisms of Mutagenesis	3.158	165	18
Mutation Research-Reviews in Mutation Research	7.085	49	94
Nature Genetics	26.711	253	83







Appendix 2. Correlation between Web Citation and ISI Citation – Biology

Note: correlation coefficients with * sign are significant at 0.05 level and those with ** sign are significant at 0.01 level. 
Title	Correlation coefficient	Web citation mean	Web citation median	ISI citation mean	ISI citation median
Acta Biologica Hungarica	0.51**	2.64	2	1.76	1
Acta Biotheoretica	.561*	9.54	9	1	1
American Journal of Human Biology	.491**	5.4	5	2.8	2







Brazilian Journal of Medical and Biological Research	.353**	8.24	7	2.61	2
Bulletin of Mathematical Biology	0.355	11.53	6	4.27	2.5
Cryoletters	-0.003	3.2	3	3.1	2
Human Biology	.425*	5.1	4	2.9	2
International Journal of Radiation Biology	.451**	7.02	6	5.75	4
Journal of Agricultural Biological and Environmental Statistics	0.263	5.75	4.5	1.81	1
Journal of Biological Rhythms	.499**	3.93	3	7.14	5.5
Journal of Biological Systems	0.267	4.54	3	0.54	0
Journal of Biosciences	.394*	8.43	8.5	2.32	1
Journal of Radiation Research	0.04	5.41	5	4.441	3
Journal of the History of Biology	0.595	7.2	7	1.1	1
Journal of Theoretical Biology	.513**	9.39	7	4.44	3
Metal Ions in Biological Systems	0.096	6	5	8.17	4
Philosophical Transactions of The Royal Society of London Series B-Biological Sciences	.701**	11.41	9	9.07	5
Proceedings of the Biological Society of Washington	0.094	2.26	1	0.89	1
Radiation and Environmental Biophysics	.554**	10.82	7	3.82	2
Radiation Research	.480**	10.73	9	6.25	4
Revista de Biologia Tropical (Spanish)	.283**	1.83	1	0.59	0




Appendix 3. Correlation between Web Citation and ISI Citation – Genetics

Note: correlation coefficients with * sign are significant at 0.05 level and those with ** sign are significant at 0.01 level.
Title	correlation coefficient	Web citation mean	Web citation median	ISI citation mean	ISI citation median
American Journal of Medical Genetics	.586**	8.66	7	6.61	5
Annual Review of Genetics	.887*	32.5	29	32.1	33.5




Dna and Cell Biology	.385*	8.29	8	4.07	2.5
Environmental and Molecular Mutagenesis	.595**	6.23	6	8.19	7.5
Evolutionary Ecology	0.37	8.93	8	2.67	2
Evolutionary Ecology Research	.650**	8.04	8	5.65	4
Experimental and Clinical Immunogenetics	0.404	17.7	17	6.3	4.5
Gene	.414**	10.44	8	8.56	5
Gene Therapy	.604**	11.64	10	17.15	12
Genes Chromosomes & Cancer	.540**	14.31	14	13.69	11
Genesis	.561**	11.97	10	10.29	7
Genetica (Multi-language)	0.029	8.57	7	2.6	1






Journal of Molecular Evolution	.656**	15.48	11	11.48	9
Mutation Research-Fundamental and Molecular Mechanisms of Mutagenesis	.645**	5.39	4	7.64	5
Mutation Research-Reviews in Mutation Research	0.307	13.56	10.5	19.56	19
Nature Genetics	.730**	60.12	53	66.84	53.5













High Web citation journals
	Biological Reviews
	Bioessays
Medium Web Citation Journals
	Journal of the History of Biology
	International Journal of Radiation Biology
Low Web Citation Journals
Cryoletters
Acta Biologica Hungarica
Proceedings of the Biological Society of Washington
Revista de Biologia Tropical (Spanish)

GENETICS
High Web Citation Journals
	Nature Genetics
	Genome Research
Medium Web Citation Journals
	Gene
	Evolutionary Ecology
Low Web Citation Journals tc "Low Web Citation Journals " \l 2
Clinical Dysmorphology
Russian Journal of Genetics






